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S. HE big bond campaign comes to a

( W& close today. Due to the splendid show--

J VfBBifflf n maclen by the Western states, the

' mEKw lan w' carry by a comfortable mar-L- -

llinm i'Bf m According to available figures

MifiMB tms morning, many of the states in the
East and the South are still lagging

behind, and it will take real rustling as we call it in the West and

the closest kind of a shave for them to meet their quota by nightfall.

The minimum amount asked for was $3,000,000,000, but it was hoped

by those in charge of the campaign that the issue would be substan-tiall- y

oversubscribed. Had those particular localities that have profited

most from the war been as generous in their response to the call of

the government as those that have profited least, there is no doubt but

that the total subscriptions to the Third Liberty Loan would have ap-

proximated $5,000,000,000.

We suppose, of course, that the Administration will manage to
get along with the amount raised for a while, at least but the
thought suggests itself that there is something radically wrong in cer-

tain sections of the country. If the war is to be successfully and
fairly financed, then it stands to reason that the revenues should be
raised from among the people, not only in proportion to their available
means, but also in proportion to the financial benefits accruing through
government price-fixin- g and the distribution of war contracts. We
hesitated to raise this all important question before, not wishing to do

anything to discourage the campaign in this community; but now
that we have again heaped the measure, it is proper to refer to it and
to insist that before another campaign rolls around this claim be given
due consideration.

In reviewing the campaign that closes today, it is in order to con-

gratulate the loyal citizens of Utah, and particularly those who were
in active charge of the campaign. They achieved a splendid record
for themselves and the state, and we suspect if the truth were told

that they far surpassed their earlier expectations. That Utah should
go "over the top" in record-breakin- g time, was, considering our cir-

cumstances, a most remarkable achievement, and the chances are that
when the final reckoning is made it will be found that we size up with
the best of the states in the per capita percentage of bonds purchased.

It may seem trite and tiresome to blow our own horn in this
fashion, but if we don't, who will? What has happened in previous
patriotic movements has happened again. Utah has not been ac-

corded fair treatment in the campaign reports and dispatches that have
been cross-fire- d over the country. For some inexplicable reason, we
have received slight mention, and when mention was made, the re-

ports did not correspond with the facts. In every instance Utah was
given the worst of it.

In justice to the state and her people, teps should immediately be
taken to set them aright before the nation and to see that such dis-

crimination never occurs again. Whose particular duty it is, may be
open to dispute, but iiat might easily be arranged. We should like to
sec Governor Bamberger look after the matter. lie reports having
met with signal success in the East ill correcting mistaken impressions
concerning Utah, and perhaps he might be equally as successful were
he to undertake to gain'for us the credit due in this campaign. Any
rate, he ought to be willing to take the chance.

As one result of Bolshevik devotion to of na-

tions," Turkish maraudersaVe again massacring Armenians in regions
where the Russian arms 'for a time mgant 'mercy and safety
York World.

BAKER'S SANG-FROI- H
H

OUR extraordinary Secretary of War paused from his labors the M
day to attend a luncheon given in his honor at Baltimore.

As was to be expected, he made a speech presumably to boost the
Liberty Loan, but he did not overlook the opportunity to boost him- -
self. The affair was a great success, so we were told; the dispatches M
saying that he "so stirred the representative men of Baltimore by his M
recital of deeds of heroism and self-sacrifi- as seen and heard by him
during his visit to the battle fronts in France and Italy, that in forty M
minutes subscriptions poured in to the extent of $19,221,600." Which M
provoked a certain wiseacre in Washington to suggest that it might
not prove a bad idea for Baker to trade jobs with McAdoo, inasmuch M
as the latter has nowhere along the line been able to cut close the M
former's remarkable forty-minu- te record in bond selling.

At that, Mr. Baker's speech furnished good reading and some ex--
ceptional information. We know now why he went to France, for in M
the course of his speech he observed that "One of the objects of my M
going to France was to prevent, as far as I could, the breaking down M
of our machinery." That he succeeded in saving Pershing and his men M
from a general smash-u- p is to be deduced from another statement in M
which he observed that "Our preparations in France are now as com- -
plete as human enterprise and industry can make them. Our work in M
France is a monument to ingenuity and work." What a narrow cs- - M
cape our men "over there" must have had ! Baker evidently just got M
there just in the nick of time. M

There is this, however, to be said of Secretary Baker: Somewhere M
abroad he must have caught the real spirit of the war, otherwise why M
would he have said "I wish I were twenty-seve- n, instead of being M
forty-seve- n. I would beg the chief of staff to give me an assignment M
in the ranks?" That sentiment speaks for itself, and contains a sign M
of hope for him and for the country at large so long as he remains at M
the helm of our war activities. M
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OUR SILLY STATESMEN. H
AS one scans the pages of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD day H

after day the thought comes that it is developing into pretty H
much of a joke book; that all too many of our congressmen are rap- - M
idly degenerating into clowns ; and that the general tendency of bur H
national legislators is to see how silly they can be and how absurd they
can act, notwithstanding the fact that they arc face to face with the H
most serious business that has ever confronted any session of Con- - M
gress. M

By way of a fair sample of the style of speech and sentiment that M
consumes the time of the House day after day, we cile the following H
instance: It happened one day recently that Congressman Ilcflin of H
Alabama engaged in a personal attack against Congressman Mason H
of Illinois. The following day Mason he of patent medicine fame H
took the floor and answered the gentleman from Alabama in part in H
the following fashion: M

"Cheap peanut politics! I purpose now to answer him if I have iH
to get down unto his intellectual level to do it. jH

"Every time this man from Alabama gets up in the morning and
gets his trousers on he thinks this country is about half-dresse- d. H

"He goes tilting down Pennsylvania Avenue, usually in a long H
frock coat, with a white vest, with perfectly manicured eyebrows, and H
wonders that Pennsylavnia Avenue does not tip to one side because he H
is all on that side. Then when he comes into the House and walks H
down the aisle and casts his eye upon the ladies' gallery, a hero, an H
Adonis, and then comes down here and .bellows how patriotic he is H
and how traitorous you are even without a megaphone he shakes the H


